ABSTRACT
Microarray genome studies discover the relationship between gene expression profiles and various diseases. This relationship generally introduces valuable quantitative information from genome profiles. The information facilitates drugs and therapeutics development to provide better treatments. In this paper we suggest that the statistical learning algorithm, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a useful classification technique to classify genome profiles. Performance and usefulness of SVM is verified with colon tumor genome data. A comparison of SVM’s performance is made with another popular decision trees based classification technique C5.0. SVM is found to be superior to C5.0 in performance. However, SVM lacks the rule extraction capability. We extract rules to identify the responsible tissues for colon tumor using C5.0. The rules could be used with SVM to reduce the size of microarrays in future.

1. INTRODUCTION
Genome research has become a very attractive area for the pattern recognition community as well as biological scientists. Gene expression profiles are being used increasingly in the development of efficient cancer diagnosis procedures [1]. Microarrays may be used to identify tumor genes and targets for therapeutic drugs by comparing gene expressions of normal and tumor tissues.

Among the various types of cancers, colon cancer is the second most common cause of cancer mortality in Western countries [18]. Therefore, based on the critical importance of the issue and availability of important data on colon cancer [3] this research addresses the colon tumor microarray classification problem. The colon tumor microarray dataset [3] is frequently used by researchers in assessing their gene classification methods.

From the beginning of cancer research, biologists have used the traditional microscopic technique to assess tumor behavior for cancer patients. The critically important requirement for cancer diagnosis and treatment, i.e., a precise prediction of tumors [2] is not possible with the traditional technique. Modern data mining techniques are being used increasingly by biologists to obtain proper tumor information from genome databases [20].

Among the existing techniques, supervised learning methods (SLM) [2] and unsupervised learning methods (USLM) [3] are the most popular for microarray genome analysis. One of the most frequently used unsupervised learning methods is the clustering of samples. Alon et al. [3] are the pioneers in presenting and analyzing colon data with clustering. The initial expression levels of about 6500 genes were measured for 62 patients. The critically important requirement for cancer diagnosis and treatment, i.e., a precise prediction of tumors [2] is not possible with the traditional technique. Modern data mining techniques are being used increasingly by biologists to obtain proper tumor information from genome databases [20].

While USLM are indispensable SLM have substantial advantages as they work with a predetermined classification framework as a supervisor. Given a set of training samples, the gene expression levels and class label of each sample are known. The goal of the SLM is to build a unique model/classifier from training data by properly setting up the function parameters. The classifier is then used to assign accurate labels to new microarray samples. Finally, by comparing the predicted class with actual class, the best model is selected for tumor prediction.

However, microarray data normally contains several thousand cells of gene information within a single matrix. This may cause problems in constructing an appropriate model by using traditional SLM. Some state of the art methods can handle this situation, for example Fujarewicz and Wiench [4] have proposed a new Recursive Feature Replacement (RFR) algorithm for finding suboptimal gene subsets for tumor and normal colon tissue classification. They compared the experimental results with other techniques such as Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [5], Neighbourhood Analysis (NA) [5], and the pure Sebestyen [5]. A rule based SLM, decision trees is one of the most frequently used techniques in data mining for searching pattern information from microarray data [23]. Chi, et al. use the C4.5 decision trees algorithm to generate rules for different gene data [27]. Yu, et al., use a rule based decision trees algorithm for correlation-based feature selectors to classify gene data [28].

In this paper, we investigate two popular SVM techniques using Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [16] and Quadratic Programming (QP) [17] to classify the colon tumor data. The SVM implementations from Weka [16] and OSU [29] are used. First, we map the nature of the colon tumor data to choose a proper kernel for SVM. Following our previous research [7] to select a suitable kernel for SVM classification, traditional polynomial and radial basis function (rbf) kernels are used. We then compare the performance of SVM with the decision trees based learning technique C5.0. The decision trees tool is available on [15].

In this paper, we investigate two popular SVM techniques using Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [16] and Quadratic Programming (QP) [17] to classify the colon tumor data. The SVM implementations from Weka [16] and OSU [29] are used. First, we map the nature of the colon tumor data to choose a proper kernel for SVM. Following our previous research [7] to select a suitable kernel for SVM classification, traditional polynomial and radial basis function (rbf) kernels are used. We then compare the performance of SVM with the decision trees based learning technique C5.0. The decision trees tool is available on [15].

Since the number of samples is less than one thousand, the 10 fold cross validation method is used to evaluate the performance of SVM and C5.0 [8]. The investigation reported in this paper differs from [6] in the use of more efficient optimizer QP, selection of kernel and evaluation with the 10 fold cross validation.

SVM is function-estimation based learning technique but it does not support building rules to classify an example. In contrast, the decision trees technique can extract rules from a gene by identifying responsible tissues characterizing it. We use three different C5.0 methods: Rule,
Boosting and Winnow to generate rules to identify the responsible tissues that cause colon tumor. Finally, we summarize the best rule for each C5.0 method to find out the responsible tissues for tumor and normal colon gene. The rules could be used with SVM to reduce the size of microarrays in future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the SVM and C5.0 techniques. The final observation from the comparative studies to classify the genome profile and the rules generated to identify the responsible tissues that cause tumor are presented in Section 3. Conclusions from this research are presented in Section 4.

2. SUPERVISED LEARNING METHODS: SVM AND C5.0

2.1 Rule Based Method – C5.0

Rules based learning methods, especially decision trees (also called classification trees or hierarchical classifiers), are a top-down induction approach, that have been studied with much interest by the machine learning community. C5.0 is an advanced version of the ID3 and C4.5 decision trees algorithms [9]. ID3 is the third series of the ‘interactive dichotomizer’ procedures. It can classify nominal datasets only. For real value attributes, it is first binned into intervals to form unordered nominal values. It does not consider any standard pruning procedure. By minimizing the ID3 limitation, Quinlan [9] introduced the C5.0 algorithm to solve classification problems. C5.0 works in three phases similar to some other supervised learning methods. First, the root node at the top of the tree considers all samples and passes them to branch nodes. The branch nodes generate rules for a group of samples based on their entropy measure. In this stage C5.0 constructs the whole tree by considering all attribute values and then finalizes the decision rules by pruning. It uses a heuristic approach for pruning based on the statistical significance of splits. After fixing the best rule, the branch nodes send the final target value to leaf nodes [9, 10]. Detailed mathematical formulations for C5.0 are provided in [9]. Decision trees become problematic and their performance in solving classification problems deteriorates with large tree sizes [11]. Decision trees with large sizes can also sometimes be difficult to understand.

Decision trees techniques adopt the Rule, Boosting and Winnow methods to perform the classification task. An important feature of C5.0 is its ability to generate classifiers called “rule based method” which consist of unordered collections of simple if-then rules. Rule based methods are generally easier to understand than trees themselves since each rule describes a specific context associated with a class [19]. Moreover, a rule based method, generated from a tree, enhances comprehensibility as it usually has fewer rules than the number of leaves of the tree. Finally, it is observed that rules are often more accurate predictors than decision trees. Another innovation based on the classical method incorporated in C5.0 is called “Boosting” that follows voting [24]. The idea is to generate several classifiers rather than just one; it could either be decision trees or rulesets. When a new instance is to be classified, each classifier votes for its predicted class and the votes are counted to determine the final class. The decision trees and rulesets constructed by C5.0 do not generally use all of the attributes at the same time. For example, text classification describes a passage by the words that appear in it, so that there is a separate attribute for each different word in a restricted dictionary. When there are numerous alternatives for each text in the tree or ruleset, it is likely that at least one of them will appear to provide valuable predictive information. It can be useful to pre-select a subset of the attributes that will be used to construct the final decision tree or ruleset. The C5.0 mechanism to do this is called “Winnowing” [15].

2.2 Statistical Learning Method - SVM

Statistical learning methods have received more attention from the pattern recognition community since the introduction of the Support Vector Machine (SVM) by Vapnik and his group in the mid 1990s [10]. SVM is the advanced version of the Generalized Portrait algorithm, which was developed in Russia in the late sixties [12]. SVM can be understood with its three working phases as is the case with C5.0. Cortes and Vapnik [26] mention the input or transformation phase, learning phase and decision phase for SVM. While C5.0 does not perform any significant work in the first phase SVM does it’s most significant job of transforming data in this phase by using kernel mapping into a high dimensional feature space [19]. The kernel function can be polynomial, Gaussian, wavelet etc. The high dimensional space could theoretically be infinite, where linear discrimination is possible. In the learning phase, SVM starts to learn the data in the high dimensional feature space. It then minimizes the magnitude of the weight vectors to construct the optimal hyperplane [25]. In this stage SVM extracts the support vectors only. Based on the support vectors information SVM produces the final output function in the decision phase. Unlike C5.0, SVM does not consider all samples to construct the final decision function. Moreover, SVM always obtains the unique solution for the decision function unlike iterative approaches or pruning. Another feature of SVM is that it minimizes the structural risk rather than the empirical risk considered by most classical learning algorithms [10, 13]. Detailed mathematical formulations for SVM are provided in [13].

The statistical learning algorithm, SVM, has advantages over the well-established decision trees algorithms. It considers the dot product of the feature vectors to construct the optimal hyperplane rather than surface, clustering or interpolation as done in decision trees. This results in reduced probability of losing important information during modeling [14].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: A COMPARISON AND RULES EXTRACTION

The data distribution nature of the colon tumor dataset is closely observed to select the proper kernel for SVM. We construct the histogram to map the data distribution as shown in Figure 1. The colon tumor data is highly positively declined, which suggests a trial-and-error approach to select a proper kernel for SVM classification [7].

Figure 1. Histogram based graphical presentation of colon tumor data. This figure shows data distribution positively declined rather than normal distribution.
tional performance for colon tumor data with the three decision trees methods is reported in Table 1.

The classification and computational performance for colon tumor data with the SMO and QP optimization methods for SVM using two classical kernel functions polynomial and rbf is also reported in Table 1. The suitable parameter for polynomial kernel and rbf kernel was 3 and 1.

We observe that the rule based decision trees method shows the best classification performance (90.20%) among all the trees based methods. The classification performances for the boosting and winnow methods are very close. The boosting method needs more computational time to finalize the most predictable decision trees. The winnow method is faster among all the decision tree methods. The SVM_smo_rbf technique shows the worst classification performance for colon tumor data. The SVM_smo_poly technique has shown classification performance very close to boosting and winnows decision trees methods. Both SVM_smo methods require shorter computational times as compared with other methods to classify the colon tumor dataset.

On the other hand, the experiment showed that the SVM_qp methods have the highest classification accuracy (99.9%). The two SVM_qp methods require longer computational time as compared with all other methods except for C5.0_boosting.

We closely observed the individual performance of SVM_smo and SVM_qp based on the confusion matrix. The best fold performance from 10FCV for both the SVM techniques is reported in Table 2.

We observe that SVM_qp shows 100% classification accuracy in both the cases of tumor and normal colon genes. However, SVM_smo shows better performance for classifying normal cells rather than tumor cells. The average performance of SVM_smo_poly is better than SVM_smo_rbf classifier.

### 3.2 Rules for Colon Tumor

This section outlines the extraction of rules that could help detect the responsible tissues causing colon tumor. We used all the different decision trees methods to extract the appropriate rules. The best rules are reported here.

Rules from Rule Based Method:

Rule 1: If attribute 1671 <= 56.91875 or If attribute 1671 > 56.91875 and attribute 822 <= 3307.498 and attribute 1671 > 56.91875 then normal colon.

Rule 2: If attribute 682 > 107.4425 and attribute 822 <= 3307.498 and attribute 1671 > 56.91875 then normal colon.

The accuracy of the rule is 100%.

Rules from Boosting Methods:

Rule 1: If attribute 1671 <= 56.91875 or If attribute 1671 > 56.91875 and gene822 > 3307.498 or If attribute 822 <= 3307.498 and attribute 1466 <= 24.90357 then tumor.

Rule 2: If attribute 1466 > 24.90357 then normal colon.

The accuracy of the rule is 100%.

We discovered three individual rules to identify the tumor and one single combined rule to recognize the normal colon with the rule based method. The parameter m value was 4 and the confidence interval was 80%. We extracted two separate combined rules with the boosting method; one to recognize the tumor and one single rule for normal colon. The parameter m value was 2 and the confidence interval was 85%. Finally we discovered two single rules to identify the normal colon and tumor with the winnow method. The parameter m value was 2 and the confidence interval was 90%. These rules showed 100% accuracy to classify the test dataset. Therefore all rules are acceptable to identify the responsible tissues for colon tumor using C5.0.

### 4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The present research addressed an important problem of colon tumor identification and provided a solution to classify a genome profile and identify the tissues that cause colon cancer. The experimental results indicate that SVM is able to classify the genome profile most efficiently and accurately. SVM with the single kernel rbf and the qp optimization method have shown equal or better performance as compared with C5.0. The decision trees algorithm C5.0 was able to discover proper rules to identify the responsible tissues for tumor. The rules have shown higher accuracy and performance, which is useful to verify new genome profile. The entropy based rule generation could be useful to deduct less significant features for the high dimensional gene expression data for future expansions to SVM. The research could be very useful and beneficial for medical practitioners and drug developers. This research could be explored further in future to study other types of cancer as well as different types of chronic diseases.
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